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Well made Bible cover! Perfectly pink (like cotton candy)! Our little girl LOVES it!!

It is so cute and holds everything I need it to ... fast and easy shipping.

Product is wonderful. Right size, all zippers function properly zipper. The outer pocket great for pen

& highlighter.

Cheap plastic--this is only good for children! I was disappointed and won't use it.

Love it

It's a great cover

Gigi Chantal Pink Bible CoverÃ‚Â I ordered this for a close family member who always carries her

bible wherever she goes. She has had bible covers before but nothing like this one. This bible cover

is pretty in pink-- The outside shiny material is beautiful and sewn very nicely in a small square

pattern. The cover has a zippered from pocket that you can add things you may need to keep with



your bible. The zipper clasp has a cross on it and it works great to unzip and zip closed. The back

part of the outer side of the cover has a nice strong handle to help easily carry around. The main

zipper part that follows around the outside of the cover is where you open/close the cover. When

you unzip the cover and fold it out all the way you see that you can fit the average sized bible in the

cover very easily. There is a little spot to hold a pen or pencil as well. The big zipper works great.

Inside material is more of a thinner silky black. Overall the cover is sewn together an well and it look

amazing. My family member will appreciate and enjoy this cute cover. I received my Gigi Chantal

Pink Bible Cover for a discounted/free in return for my honest and unbiased evaluation and review.

I got this for my mom, the queen of pink, for her to use for her Bible. She really liked it and was

happy with it. It fit her larger sized Bible perfectly. It was really easy to slide the Bible cover into the

pockets.The zipper pulls have a small cross stamped into them. They pull easily and don't snag. It's

easy to open and close.The pattern on the fabric is even and well done. The handle has a softer

fabric under it to make carrying more comfortable.It has a pocket on the front for things like pens or

bookmarks.It's a good size cover, quality made, great design, and works just as it shouldI received

this for review but all opinions are my own.
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manuscript notebook for composition and songwriting, pink cover, 160 numbered pages - ruled

page on left, 8 staves on right 
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